AMoA@HOME
Scavenger Hunt

- Find something that begins with the letter **A**
- Find something that is **Blue**
- Find and draw something that begins with the letter **C**
- Find something outside that is **Dark green**
- Find a yummy snack you love to **Eat**
- Find something that **Floats**
- Find something that was **Grown**
- Find something that makes you **Happy**
- Find something that begins with the letter **I**
- Find and draw something that begins with the letter **J**
- Find something that begins with the letter **K**
- Find something that is **Living**
- Find something that **Moves** and draw it
Find something in the kitchen that begins with the letter N and draw it.

Name a color that starts with the letter O.

Find something smaller than a Penny.

Draw the animal who makes a Quack sound.

Find something that Rolls.

Find something that is Soft.

Find something in the bathroom that begins with the letter T.

Find something Under a bed.

Find something that is Violet.

Find and draw something that has Wheels.

Draw the letter that should be here.

Open the refrigerator and find something that is Yellow.

Color the Z with your favorite color!